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Ascoli Swing
The latest addition to the wider Ascoli 
collection, the Ascoli Swing presents a 
highly versatile bedside reading light, 
with the flexibility of using a GU10 lamp 
offering a fully replaceable light source.

GU10 LED excl.

Switched

Adjustable
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Enna Wall
Deceptively simple in design, Astro’s 
Enna Wall performs the three key 
functions of reach, adjustability and 
glare-free illumination. By insisting 
on a fixed stem, Enna Wall always 
maintains an architectural purity, but 
still enables full adjustability of the 
beam to illuminate the task in hand.

Integral LED

Switched

Adjustable
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Enna
A small yet striking luminaire made from 
steel, the Enna Square and Enna Surface 
offer directional illumination for reading 
while making a distinct contribution to a 
bedroom design scheme.

Integral LED

Adjustable
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Micro Recess
Switched + Unswitched

A pleasingly simple yet useful luminaire, Micro 
provides perfectly discreet bedside illumination. 
Micro can be mounted directly onto the 
headboard and a deeply recessed low-glare 
light source ensures greater visual comfort.

Integral LED

Adjustable
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Digit
With just three elements, the Digit bedside 
reading light is a study in uncomplicated 
design. It’s precisely directed beam delivers 
light just where you need it, while the 
simplicity of its form will suit any scheme 
without intruding or imposing on the room.

Integral LED

Can be mounted either side of bed
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Fuse
The Fuse is a minimalist reading light that 
will add an appreciable sense of quality to 
an interior. The discreet cylinder houses a 
new generation, recessed LED to reduce 
glare and greater visual comfort.  
Fuse can be mounted horizontally or 
vertically and accommodates both right 
and left-handed requirements.

Integral LED

IP20

USB version available
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Ravello LED
The perfectly-formed Ravello LED 
Reader has all the features required to 
make it the perfect choice for bedside 
illumination. A fully adjustable reading 
light enhances the wall sconce’s 
practicality, while the crisp lines add to 
the architecturally pure design.

E26 LED excl. + Integral LED 

Switched

Shade sold separately
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Azumi Reader
Timeless design meets dual functionality, 
the Azumi Reader provides efficient 
LED illumination as a contemporary 
wall sconce design. The desired level of 
illumination can easily be chosen thanks 
to a dual switch, depending on whether 
general bedside lighting is required or 
directional reading illumination.

E26 LED excl. + Integral LED 

Shade sold separately
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Side by Side
A versatile bedside wall sconce, Side 
by Side offers one product that can be 
oriented in three ways depending on 
the desired requirement; left-handed, 
right-handed or upright.

E26 LED excl. + Integral LED 

Shade sold separately

USB version available
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Edge Reader
The Edge Reader elegantly combines 
ambient lighting, which provides a 
soft, soothing and uniform glow, 
with the directional functionality of 
an LED reading light. The minimalist 
architectural structure enables the light 
to blend into the room even when not in 
use. A bedside light that provides perfect 
illumination as the evening draws in.

Integral LED

Adjustable
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VIEW ONLINE >

Edge 
Reader Mini
Inspired by the award-winning Edge 
Reader luminaire, Astro introduces a 
fresh take on the original design with 
the addition of Edge Reader Mini. 
An undeniably more discreet and 
modest option for providing bedside 
illumination, Edge Reader Mini is by 
no means any less visually striking 
than its successful predecessor.

Integral LED

Adjustable
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